
MATERIALS: 
paper prototype 
sketchbook 
computer with Adobe Illustrator 

      DRAWING THROUGH 
     THE MAKING CENTER 

  

IN CLASS ASSIGNMENT: 

LASER WEAR - 
There will be a continuation of the drawing, digital design and construction of the 3D adornment project. 
Students will focus on material usage; laser cutting and best practices for the construction of their bracelet or 
necklace designs. The project introduces human centered design. 

12:10 
Introduction to our special guest, Chrissie Dowler, who is a product designer in the fashion industry. 

12:15-12:45 
Prototype review 

  12:45- 1:45 
  Illustrator tutorial 
  Simple emonstration on how to construct your final 

2:00-2:40 
  Laser Lab Orientation 
  2 W. 25th Street, 4th floor 
  Please take all of your items with you 

PROCESS 
Note: do not use clipping masks, blends or patterns from the swatches 

Line and fill usage in Illustrator



Create an artboard that is 24” wide by 18” 
high which is the size of the laser bed. 
Be sure you are working in RGB only not 
CMYK color mode. Set width to inches

Open and “Place” your image onto your artboard if you are tracing a drawing. 
Lock the artwork layer. Create additional layers for each of your processes 

Open your ruler and grid. You can use guidelines as well



For this simple exercise, work on the shapes layer. 
Double click on the artboard after choosing the shape. 
Create a polygon (RADIUS) 2.4 inches. This radius was 
carefully measured for the outside of a bracelet design 
ahead of time.

You can also shift+drag any shape to create even sides. Use the 
grid to decide where to place your shape. Start in the top left 
part of your artboard. Place it 1/2 inch away from the left edge 
of the grid.

For this bracelet design, create the internal square with measurements of 
2.55", or circle radius 2.55". This measurement is for an internal opening 
that will fit over the widest part of the hand. It changes according to the 
wearer.

Center the internal opening inside of the polygon by using the 
grid and lining up your smart guides. Select all + Alt and drag 
the design 1/2 inch away to the right. Cmd +D will create 
multiple copies of the piece, the same distance away, across the 
board.



If you are placing and tracing, draw with the pen tool 
and create shapes with closed paths. You can also use 
Image Trace. 
Consider what will be cut or incised and place the 
appropriate color around each stroke line. When 
creating incised lines (red) or cuts (blue), use stroke 
and no fill. The filled black areas will create wide 
etchings. 
It is a good idea to draw in other details and patterns 
for the sake of the design and usage of the laser process.

Be sure to use the correct RGB colors in the 
color picker mode. 0,0,255 for blue and 255,0,0 
for red.

Change all stroke lines to .001 pt



This shows the end result of a document set up for all three 
laser cutting techniques. 




